This great day of golf includes
Green Fee & Cart | Lunch | Dinner | Prizes
$225/GOLFER
$900/FOURSOME or $1,125/FIVESOME
Each golfer fee includes a $113
contribution to support paralysis recovery.
Sponsorships begin at $250
Other sponsorship opportunities: $500 to $5,000

BEL13VE Golf Tournament
Monday - July 18, 2022
Wilds Golf Club, Prior Lake, MN
12:00 Noon Shotgun Start
Proceeds will help Jack Jablonski Foundation
fund medical research advancing paralysis recovery treatment.

Sponsorship Opportunities by $
TITLE SPONSOR—$10,000. Recognized in all event communications and publicity as
"Sponsor Name presents 2022 BEL13VE Golf.” Includes two foursomes.
DINNER SPONSOR—$5,000. Recognized as host of post-golf dinner & awards for all
event participants. Includes clubhouse entry signage; direct link from BEL13VE website.
CART SPONSOR—$2,500 or $5,000. Recognized at the tournament with name/logo on
each cart, plus acknowledgement in post-golf awards program, and social media post.
HOLE-IN-ONE SHOOT OUT— $2,500 or $5,000. Recognized host of hole-in-one contest
with $130,000 cash grand prize & guaranteed prize. Includes signage and social post.
PIN FLAGS SPONSOR—$2,500 each. Recognition on each stay-straight pin flags at each
green on the front or back nine.
TEE MARKERS SPONSOR—$2,500 each. Recognition on a tee marker for each hole on
the front or back nine.

LONG DRIVE PRO SPONSOR—$1,300. Recognized as host of a specialty hole. Includes
clubhouse entry signage; direct link from BEL13VE website.
TOURNAMENT GOLF BALLS or TOWELS —$1,300. Recognized on a custom item for players.
DRIVING RANGE or PRACTICE GREEN SPONSORS—$750. Recognized for hosting
practice green or driving range. Includes on-site signage with sponsor name/logo.
HOLE ACTIVITY SPONSORS— $500 each. Recognized sponsor for activity or contest on
one hole on the course with oversized sign and social post.
HOLE SPONSORS—$250 each. Name/logo featured on sign at one of 18 tee boxes.

Sponsorship Opportunities by hole
Sponsorship Opportunities by hole on the golf course
Hole #1

$1,300 (362 yds) Long Drive Pro Hole. Beat the Pro or Pay the Pro opportunities.

Other Tournament Sponsorship Opportunities
On-Course

BEL13VE invites everyone participating in the Golf Cannon Contest to pledge a gift to help raise $50,000 to
fully fund one patient in a life-changing paralysis recovery clinical research trial.
Hole #2

$250 sign only or $500 (451 yds) for hole activity.

Hole #3

$2,500 (148 yds) Hole-in-One qualifier #1. $13,000 prize, plus closest to the pin (and all holes in one)
qualify for the $130,000 cash prize shoot-out after tournament.

Hole #4

$1,300 (286 yds) Watering Hole. A free cocktail served by our friends at Beam-Suntory for every player (21
and over) who is wearing a BEL13VE item (shirt, wristband, hat/visor, etc.). Free non-alcoholic beverages
are also available. BEL13VE wrist bands available at the tournament.

Hole #5

$250 sign only or $500 (400 yds) for hole activity.

Hole #6

$250 sign only or $500 (363 yds) for hole activity..

Hole #7

(159 yds) Hole-in-One qualifier #2. $13,000 prize, plus closest to the pin (and all holes in one) qualify for
the $130,000 cash prize shoot-out after tournament.

Hole #8

$250 sign only or $500 (518 yds) for hole activity. Closest to target on course.

Hole #9

$250 sign only or $500 (329 yds) for hole activity. Longest putt.

$2,500 or $5,000 for Golf Cart sponsor
$2,500 for 4 x Hole-in-One qualifying holes $13,000 cash prize plus $2,000 to BEL13VE
$2,500 for Hole–in–One grand prize
Shoot out sponsor for the $130,000 prize
includes a $20,000 gift to BEL13VE
$2,500 Pin Flag sponsors (front or back 9)
$2,500 Tee Marker sponsors (front/back 9)
$1,300 for tournament golf ball sponsor
$1,300 for tournament golf towel sponsor
$750 for Practice Putting Green sponsor
$750 for Driving Range sponsor
$500 for an on-course activity per hole.

Hole #10 $250 sign only or $500 (381 yds) for hole activity. Closest to target on course.
Hole #11 (160 yds) Hole-in-One qualifier #3. $13,000 prize, plus closest to the pin (and all holes in one) qualify for
the $130,000 cash prize shoot-out after tournament.

Hole Signs

$250 each per hole.

Clubhouse

$10,000 for Tournament Title sponsor

Hole #12 (456 yds) Gray Duck Vodka Lemonade. Plus the Gray Duck challenge.

$5,000 for Awards Dinner sponsor

Hole #13 (137 yds) Hole-in-One qualifier #4. $13,000 prize, plus closest to the pin (and all holes in one) qualify for
the $130,000 cash prize shoot-out after tournament.

Raffle ticket are $20/chance or 6 for $100.
One winning ticket drawn to divide 50% of
cash pot. Projected cash prize total
estimated at $1,000 based upon prior year
results. 50% of cash pot will support
paralysis recovery medical research.

Hole #14 $500 (433 yds) Music hole. DJ will play song requests as you play the hole.
Hole #15 $250 sign only or $500 (324 yds) for hole activity. Closest to target.
Hole #16 $250 sign only or $500 (255 yds) for hole activity.
Hole #17 $250 sign only or $500 (461 yds) for hole activity. Longest drive.
Hole #18 $500 (380 yds) Foursome group photo with Jack.
Every Hole can have a hole sign sponsorship for $250.

The Wilds Golf Club,
designed by Tom Weiskopf,
is just a short drive from the
Twin Cities.

www.BEL13VEfoundation.org

There are 1.3 million Americans living with paralysis
from a spinal cord injury.
They were all told paralysis is permanent.
Science is changing that.
Our goal is to change it faster.
Recovery is possible.
Your support will help fund 30 patients in two
medical research projects receiving life-changing treatments
at Mayo Clinic & UCLA Medical Center.

Jack Jablonski Foundation
1820 Old Highway 8 NW, #13, New Brighton, MN 55112
www.BEL13VEfoundation.org
admin@BEL13VEfoundation.org

BEL13VE is registered in Minnesota as a not-for-profit
corporation and designated by the IRS as a
charitable organization under IRC section 501(c)3.
Federal TIN: 46-1604364

